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FOREWORD

This document praents the Annrcl Report required under Article 5 of the Decision of the Council
atablishing the COMETT Programme. The purpose of this Report is to renrd formally and praent
to the Council, the Europenn Parliament, anil the Economic and Social Committee an account of the

progress nade in the implanentation of the COMETT Programme during 1990. The statistical data

contained in the annexes of the Report provides ailditionnl quantitatiue information about the

deaelopment within indiaidual Member States and at Community leael.

A report sudr as this cnn only contain the key highlights of the year's actiuities. It must be

remembered that the succns of the COMETT Programme is due to the eft'orts of all those inaolved in
the promotion of projects at grass-roots lanel, where enthusiastic commitment to build strong European
cooperation in this field has ensured the successful deaelopmmt of the COMETT Programme. The

Iaundr of COMETT II has inwlued the contributions, both formal and informal, of a wide range of
organisations and indiaidwls throughout the Community, and beyond. The C-ommunity unuld
therefore like to renrd formally its appreciation to all those indiuidunls uho haue contibuted to the

implunentation of the COMETT Programme; as weII as to the lormal authoritia at both C,ommunity
and Member State IweI uihose support has becn so crucial for the implanentation of the COMETT
Programme duing 1990.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

COMETT I

COMETI I, the Community Action Programme for Education and Training for
Technology, was adopted by the Council Decision |36/K5/EEC of 24 July 1986.
Following a preparatory year in 1985, the operational phase of the COMETI I
programme was for three years (1987-1989). During this period more than 1,300
projects were launched across the Community as a whole and the total level of
Community support was over 52.5 million ecu. The projects supported under
COMETI I led to the establishment of 125 university-industry consortia (UETPs:
University,/Enterprise Training Parbrerships); more than 4,000 student placements
within enterprises in other Member States; 232 fellowships for staff exchanges
between universities and enterprises; and financial support f.or 329 joint continuing
training projects and multinational initiatives to develop multimedia training systems.
In addition, over 6,000 enterprises, 1,500 universities and 1,000 other types of
organisations participated in the implementation of COMETT I projects.

1990 was a year when COMETT I and COMETT II projects overlapped, since many
of the COMET| I projects accepted in 1987-1989 were only finalised in August 190.
A detailed analysis of the final reports for the period 1989/n was undertaken during
Dn/9L. A document on this will be issued by the Commission in June/July 1991.
Moreover the report of an external evaluation of COMETT undertaken during
January-June799t, which examines the final phase of COMETT I in particularbut also
its transition into COMETT II, will be issued at the same time.

COMETT II

The second stage of the programme - COMETT II - was adopted by the Social Affairs
Cotrncil on 16 December 1988. It carne into operation on 1 January 1990 for a five year
period and aims at reinforcing training in technology (particularly advanced
technology), the development of highly skilled human resources and the
competitiveness of European industry. COMETT II is not simply an extension of
COMETT I but a deepening and broadening of the programme. The Decision re-
emphasises COMETT's role as a Community Programme for advanced training for
technology and its applications but places increased emphasis on changing skill
requirements and regional needs.

With the beginning of this second phase and in accordance with the Decision of the
Council of Ministers of.22 May 1989, the universities and enterprises of the Member
States of EFTA (European Free Trade Association) and Liechtenstein can take part in
the four Strands of COMETT II under the same rules as the EC Member States,
provided that at least two Community Member States participate in the project. The
initial budget estimate for COMETT II was 200 million ecu for the period 799U't9yL,
excluding the contribution of the EFIA countries.

In the first C-all for Applications under COMET| II a total of 2,201 projects were
submitted by the twelve Member States, plus another 155 projects from the EFTA
countries. Compared with the four rounds of COMETT I (in which 1,137,7473,1,699
md770 projects respectively were submitted) the first year of COMETI II represents
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6.

a significant increase in the number of proposals received. Concerning the projects
accepted in 1990

. 158 UETPs have been accepted, comprising 99 regional, 49 sectoral and 10

mixed (regional,/sectoral) UETPs. Raising the number of regional UETPs has
led to almost complete regional coverage in many countries.

. 2M Ba projects were supported, leading to the placement of at least 3,731

students in industry abroad. 13 of the 99 proposed Bb projects were accepted,' providing for 15 recent graduates to carry out training placements abroad. The
66 Bc projects supported from the X38 applications received will enable 94

members of staff to carry out a secondmmt in another country, with flows
going from university to enterprise and vice versa.

. Despite the limited number of accepted Ca (short training courses) and Cb
(joint training) projects (124 and 192 respectively), the financial commihnent
for these projects is relatively high:44% of the total budget available from the
Commission in 1990 has been devotr:d to them (excluding the pilot projects).

The introduction of pilot projects, based on more structured approaches and higher
funding levels, was finally decided at the end of 1990, when the 32 projects whidt
had been invited to submit revised proposans were judged. 30 were accepted as pilot
projects (Cc), including 9 probationary pilot projects which were considered not ready
for development as pilot projects and therefore accepted on a probationary basis,
subject to conclusive results after a limited time. The two remaining projects were not
accepted as pilot projects but were supported under Strand Cb.

Some 7,800 organisations are involved in the COMEfi projects accepted in 1990,
including almost 4,000 enterprises (2/3 of which are SMEs), some 1,400 universities
or other higher education institutions and erbout 2,500 other types of organisations.

.In June 1990 the Commission formally launched a C-all for Tender for a second
external evaluation of the COMETT prograrune, which is to examine the performance
of COMETT, including the final phase of COMETT I, with reference to the formal
programme objectives, focusing especially on such issues as COMETT's support for
university,/industry cooperation.

The second Call for Applications under COMETI II was issued in November 1990.

This was a restricted C-all limited to the COMETT II UETPs accepted in 1990, under
Strands Ba, Bc, Ca and D. The guidelines lbr this Call were laid down in the 1991

Application Package.

The Commission, together with the Information Centres in the different participating
countries, organised a number of national meetings to prepare for the restricted 1991.

Call for Applications. Moreover, the Commission organised meetings of specific
groups of UETPs in Brussels in November/'December 1990 to discuss the possibility
of sectoral networks in COMETT II.

7.
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11.

Development of the COMETT Ptogramme

Introduction

The Community has long recognised the importance of improving the technological
base of Europe. The substantial commitrnent to scientific research and development
progranrmes is one demonstration of the Community's commitment in this area.
Equally important is to ensure the development of the Community's human resources

to stimulate and exploit the use of new technology. While each Member State has its
own distinctive system of higher education and traininB, the Community is in a
position to improve the effectiveness of these individual systems through actions
carried out on a concerted basis with the active involvement of both sides of industry.

COMETT, the Community Action Programme for Education and Training for
Technology was adopted by the Council Decision f36/%5/EEC of 24July 1985r with
an estimated budget of 45 million ecu. Following a preparatory year in 1986, the
operational phase of the programme was for three years (1987-89). During this very
successful phase, in December 1988, the Community decided to adopt a second phase
of the prograrnme. COMETT II started in January 1990 with an initial budget estimate
of. 200 million ecu, excluding the participation of the EFTA countries. COMETT
represents an important part of the Commission's overall programme in the education
and training field. By supporting the development of university,/enterprise links on
a transnational basis, COMETI assists in the development of systems and
mechanisms for identifying and providing solutions for the high level skill needs of
industry in the field of technology. In doing so, COMETT also contributes to the
development of sociat and economic cohesion across the Community, particularly
through assisting in the transfer of technology to the less advanced regions, and so
contributes to the overall balanced development of the Community.

The broadened objectives of COMET| II are2 :

. to improae the contibution of, in particular, aduanced terhnology training at the

tnious leuels concerned and thus the contribution of training to the economic and
social deuelopment of the C-ommunity;

. to foster the joint darclopment of training programmes and the a.change of expeience,

and also the optimum use of training r,*ources at Community IaxI, notably through
the crution of tmnsnational sectoral and regional networks of, in particular, adaanced

technolo gy training proj ects;

t to rapond to the specifc skill requiranents of small and medium sized businases;

. to promote eqwl opportunitia for mm and unmen in initial and continuing training
in, in particular, adtnnced technology;

OJ No L 22,8.8.1986, p.r7

Article 3 of Council Decision 89/27/EEC of 16 Decernber 1988
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14.

to giae a Europan dimension to coopemtion betwan uniaersitia and industry in
initial and continuing training relating to tedrnologies and their applications and
tmnsfer.

COMETI II focuses on four inter-related areas of action, each of which constitutes a
Strand within the Programme as a whole:

Strand A

Strand B

Strand C

Strand D

the development and reinforcement of university-enterprise
training partnerships (UETPs) and the extension of the
European network, both regional and sectoral, in order to
further transnational cooperation.

specific financial assistance to promote transnational exchanges
for the benefit of all Member States through the allocation of
grants to students (Strand Ba - integrated student placements),
recent graduates (Strand Bb - advanced training placements)
and staff seconded from universities to'industry, and from
industry to university respectively (Strand Bc - Personnel
exchanges).

joint projects for continuing training in, in particular, advanced
technology and for multimedia distance training through short
training courses (Strand C-a), joint training projects (Strand Cb)
and pilot projects (Strand Cc).

complementary prornotion and back-up measures as a support
for preparatory activities, particularly for less developed
regions, the structured exchange of information and experience
and the continuing evaluation of the COMETI progranrme.

(i)

15.

Proiects under COMETT II

Project Applications

A total of. 2,357 project applications were submitted, 2,207 by the 12 Member States
plus 156 from EFTA countries. Comparecl with the four rounds of COMETT I (in
which 1,137,'t413,1699 and 770 projxts respectively were submitted), the first year
of COMETT II represents a significant increase in the number of proposals received.
Exact comparison with COMETI I is difficult, since the programme structure and the
definition of "project. have changed. In particular, many small Strand B projects under
COMETT I would be considered as one project under COMETI II. Compared with
COMETT I again, Germany, Denmark, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands and the UK
increased their participation, in terms of the number of projects coordinated by an
organisation from these countries. The numbers from Greece, Luxembourg and
Portugal were more or less the same. Submissions from the remaining Member States
were down on average. These are in terms of relative numbers. In absolute terms,
there was an increase in the number of applications received from all countries,
compared with the annual demand under COMETT I.



16. The broad technology sectors most frequently the subject of project submissions were
similar to the position under COMETT I, with production and manufacturing the
most popular. In certain sectors there were significant increases: Environment (up
1.5% in 1990), Architecture (up 2%) and Health and Safety (including medical
technology) (up 2.5%). Overall there was a slight reduction in Production and
Manufacturing (down 3% in 1990) and a significant fall in Information Technologies
(down 9%). The budget requested for 1990 alone amounted to 183.5 million ecu,
nearly as much as the total budget estimate for the five years of COMETT II.

One of the most striking and encouraging characteristics of the application profile was
the extent of interaction with other Community programmes, both in the R&D field
and in relation to other Community priorities such as regional development or
energy. Links with some 50 other progranrmes were recorded, with ESPRIT,
BRITE/EURAM and DELTA especially prominent. Also featured strongly were AIM,
DRIVE, BRIDGE, ECLAIR, FLAIR, RACE, JOULE and SPRINT.

The selection process

The selection process corresponded closely with practice in previous years of
operation, comprising in summary :

. First, tl : assessment of the applications was undertaken by the Commission,
with the support of the COMETT Technical Assistance Office. This procedure
enabled all ineligible applications to be removed at an initial phase (eg
because of the non-transnational nature of the project, the lack of a university-
industry partnership). It also allowed failings in a certain number of the
proposed projects to be highlighted and, in more general terms, prepared the
ground for the other stages in the selection procedure.

. Next, the concern for internal coherence with the other Community
programmes - those relating to the Framework Programme of Research and
Development as well as those directed towards specific sectors, such as the
strategic programme in favour of SMEs. The inter-services consultation set up
for this purpose assisted in identifying from .unong the projects put forward
those which proposed synergy with other Community programmes.

. It was then necessary to subject the approach adopted to scrutiny by
independent experts from universities and industry. For the assessment of
projects the Commission called upon the COMETI Experts Group which met
in Brussels on 9/1,0 May and then again on 15/16 October 1990 to assess the
pilot projects.

o { proposed draft list of accepted projects was drawn up and submitted to the
COMET"I Committee and the COMETT EF|A Joint Committees inJune 1990.
In this process, as provided for in the COMET| Decision, specific
arrangements were made to permit discussion by the Committee of projects
for which a Community contribution of more than 100,000 ecu was proposed.

. Finally, the Commission, taking into account the views expressed by the
COMETT Committee and the COMETT EFTA Joint Committees, decided upon
a final list of projects for Community support.

17.
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79. New to the selection process was the introduction of pilot projects, which imply
higher funding levels. After the June meeting of the COMETT Committee, the
Commission invited 32 projects proposed under Strand Cb to submit revised
proposals. (This included inviting some promoters to submit joint proposals.) Then
i second selection procedure started, which, was similar to the one described above

for the regular projects. By the end of November 1990 the decision on the pilot
projects had been finalised and 30 were finally retained.

The criteria used for the selection of projects were as grven in the Vademecum and
Application Package. To be eligible, projects must involve cooperation between both
universities and enterprises relating to post-secondary level training concerned with
technology and its applications or areas affected by technological change. Additional
criteria for the acceptation of pilot projects were laid down in the'Instructions to the
Promoters of Pilot Projects".

Results of 1990 Selection

A total of 878 projects were accepted in 1990. 158 UETPs were funded ,246 Ba projects
(corresponding to over 3,700 student placernents), 13 Bb projects (advanced training
placements) and 66 Bc projects (staff exchanges) were accepted. In Strand C, 124 Ca

projects (Short training courses) and 192 Cb projects (joint training projects) benefitted
from COMETT support. A further 30 Cb prcrjects were accepted as pilot projects (Cc).

In all 7,800 organisations were involved in COMETT projects accepted in 1990. This
includes almost 4,000 enterprises (2/3 of rvhich were SMEs), 1,400 universities or
other higher education institutions and 2,500 other types of organisations, indicating
much greater industrial involvement than under COMETT I.

As mentioned above under projects submitted, there has been a change in the profile
of projects by technology sector. Participation in certain sectors (including
environment, architecture and telecommunications) was strengthened in comparison
with COMETT I, while in other sectors (nolably production and manufacturing and
information technology) there were fewer projects than under COMETT I. The
number of projects in health and safety (inclrrding medical technology) increased very
significantly and this sector represented some 63% of all projects selected in 1990.

Participation also increased in civil engineering, aglo-food, instrumentation, materials
and telecommunications.

Strand A

The purpose of Strand A is to develop and reinforce the infrastructure for university-
enterprise cooperation. This Strand is designed to foster the development of
University-Enterprise Training Partnerships (UETPs). Compared with the 125 UETPs
of COMETT I, the 158 UETPs accepted in 1990 represents an increase of 26%. There
are 99 regional, 49 sectoral and 10 mixed (regional/sectoral) UETPs. This has resulted
in more or less complete gmgraphical coverage in Ireland, the United Kingdom,
Luxembourg, Austria, the Netherlands and Sweden, and extensive coverage in France,
Portugal, Belgium, Iceland and Finland.

Compared with COMETT I, the number of UETPs increased in several countries,
notably Germany, Denmark, France, Greece, Ireland, the Netherlands and the United

20.
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26.

Kingdom. Amongst the EFTA countries, Sweden, Finland and Austria were
particularly successful. In most countries there are considerably more regional UETPs
than sectoral UETPs, with the exception of Belgium, Greece, the Netherlands and
Portugal. The sectoral UETPs covex a wide spectrum of fields; the sectors including
the highest number of UETPs are: environment, biotectrnology, agrvfood, advanced
manufacturing tectrnology, wood technology, and mechanical engineering.

Strands Ba, Bb, Bc

Integrated student placements (strand Ba) concern the placement of students in
enterprises in another Member State as an integral part of their training at university.
Out of 351 projects submitted under Strand Fra,246 were accepted (although in most
cases only a proportion of the placements were funded). This represents a total of
3,731 student placements supported, and is almost double the number of Ba projects
accepted in 1989, although it was still below 25% of the total number of placements
requested. The 3 main 'exporting" countries in 1990 were France (651), the United
Kingdom (649) and Germany (397). Some countries are receiving significantly more
students than they send abroad, notably Belgium and Germany, the Netherlands,
Austria and Switzerland. The opposite is true of Denmark, Spain, Greece and lreland.
Other countries display a balance between the two types of placement.

Advanced training placements (strand Bb) have several objectives common to the
Strand Ba integrated srudent placements. Important differences are the higher
academic level and the increased duration of the placement. The number of accepted
Bb projects was very low in 1990 : only 13 of the 99 applications were accepted. The
accepted Bb projects were of high quality, although the overall response to this Strand
was somewhat disappointing. 15 young graduates will undertake an advanced
training placement abroad. No comparison with COMETI I is possible because this
was a new type of activity.

Strand Bc concems exchange of staff between universities and enterprises. It provides
fellowships for university staff going to enterprises or staff from enterprises going to
universities. 56 Bc projects out of 132 applications were accepted, enabling 94 staf.f

members to have an advanced training secondment in an organisation abroad. One

third of the Bc exchanges concerned flows from universify to industry. Another third
represented flows from one enterprise or professional organisation to a university.
The remaining exchanges were between other tfpes of organisations (e.g. research

institutes) and enterprises. The technological sectors most commonly represented
under Strand Bc were biotectrnology, mechanical design and civil engineering.

Strands Ca, Cb, Cc

Strand Ca provides financial support for intensive haining courses with a European

technology dimension. 124 Ca projects were accepted in 1990. Strand Cb supports
designing, developing and testing technology training projects at European level. 192

Cb projects were Lccepted. Although the total number of projects supported under
this Strand of the prograrnme was relatively modest, it represented M% of the entire
1990 budget, with 37% allclcated to Cb projects alone. Strand Cb also covered the
widest range of sectors.

27.
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30. Pilot projects (Strand Cc) are similar to Cb projects, but are more substantive and
closely linked to key developments under COMETT II. They comprise four categories:
the first category concerns projects focusing on European skills and qualifications in
a specific technological sector. The second aims at developing close and lasting
cooperation between indushy and universities. Thirdly, there are projects focusing on
appropriate industrial training prograrnmes for SMEs, and the last category concerns
transfer projects, i.e. projects which focus on the transfer of qualifications, skills and
methodologies. The Commission invited 32 Cb projects to submit revised proposals
for development into a pilot pro;ect and decided at the end of November to accept
2l of the projects as pilot projects and 9 as probationary pilot projects. The two
remaining projects were not accepted as Cc projects, but were supported as Cb
projects.Most of these projects only started in 1991.

31. During the life of these projects, it is anticipated that they will produce over 3,000

training courses for more than 80,000 people. This represents more than 300,000

teaching hours. The projects will develop mrcre than 1,000 different training materials,
including videos, CBT and interactive video as well as supporting documentation.

(vii) Strand D

g2. Strand D is designed to support prepuuatory activities particularly for the less

developed regions, notably in the form ,cf visits and meetings, having as their
objective the development of transnational projects or the extension of projects to new
partners. Of the 341 projects submitted under Strand D, 49 were accepted. The low
success rate resulted from the very large number of applications made under this
Strand which were linked to 1990 applications under other Strands. Visits funded
under this Strand are intended to facilitate the preparation of project applications
under subsequent Calls. There was limited participation by the EFTA countries.

(iix) Budget

33. The total 1990budget requested by the 2,357 projxts submitted was 183.6 million ecu.
The overall budget allocation for the 878 projects accepted in 1990 was 36.3 million
ecu for the first year of the projects. The trudget distribution by Strand is given in
Annex 1. A comparison of the requeted budget and the total allocation indicates the
substantial difference between the funds sought by promoters and the resources
available. Nevertheless, the 1990 budget allocation was significantly above annual
allocations under COMETI I.

Prosramme implementation

COMETT Committee and EC-EFTA Joint Committees

The development of the COMETT Programme has been conducted throughout in
close collaboration with the COMETT Committee. The role of the Committee is to
assist the Commission in the implementation of the COMETT Programme. The
Committee is made up of two representatives from each Member State on the basis
of nominations made by the Member States as well as two representatives of the
social partners as observers. The Commission chairs the Committee and provides its
secretariat.

C
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35.

%.

The Commission may consult the Committee on any matter concerning the
implementation of the COMETT Programme. The Committee delivers opinions, in
particular on the general guidelines governing the COMETT Programme, the general
guidelines for the financial assistance to be provided by the Community, the
procedure for selecting the various fypes of projects and any measures whidr require
a Community contribution of more than 100,000 ecu.

Since the laundr of COMETT II, the EFTA countries and Liechtenstein have
participated in the COMETT Programme, and 6 EC-EFTA Joint Committees have been
established. Due to delays in the ratification of the agreements, the Committee with
Liechtenstein is not operational yet.

The COMETT Committee met formally on four occasions (9January 190, SJune 1990,

28/29 June 1990 and 15/1,6 November 1990) and the EC-EFTA Joint Committees met
on 29 Iune and on 15 November 1990. A list of the members of the COMETT
Committee and the EFfA Joint Committees is given at Annex 3.

COMETT Information Cenhes

To facilitate and promote the dissemination of information about COMETT, national
Information Centres have been established within each Member State and, with the
beginning of COMETT II, also in the EFTA countries. Each of these countries is
responsible for the designation of the org;anisation to act as the Information Centre,
and the precise organisational location of each Information Centre varies between the
participating countries according to individual needs and circumstances. The
Information Centres'main tasks are to respond to information queries concerning the
COMETT Programme, especially on projects led by organisations within their country
and to produce informational material (brochures, bulletins, project files etc.). They
also org;anise information days, workshops and press conferences, to assist with the
preparation of new applications and to disseminate COMETI prqect outputs. Finally,
in cooperation with the UETPs, the lnformation Centres provide assistance for
COMETT project promoters within their country, including finding new project
partners and disseminating relevant project outputs from other countries.

The Commission provides financial support towards the costs of activities undertaken
by the Information Centres. tn addition the Commission supplies various forms of
documentatiory services and promotional material for use by Information Centres. A
Iist of COMETT Information Centres is given in Annex 4.

COMETT Experts Group

The Commission established the COMETT Experts Group as an additional source of
specialist technical advice and expertise. Members of the Group are appointed on the
basis of their personal knowledge of a particular technical area or sector related to the
work of COMETI. The breadth of membership is such that there is at least one Expert
from each participating country, ensuring awareness of the level of tectrnology
exploitation in all regions. The Experts met on 9/10/ll May 1990 and on 15/16
October 1990 with the main objective of examining the project proposals received by
the Commission under the 1990 Call for Applications. Their developing role in propct
monitoring as well as their technical advice helped to ensure that the Commission
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was able to select the most appropriate range of projects to achieve COMETT
objectives.

Links with other Community Progranrme$

An important aspect of COMETT is the potential it has for synergy with other
Community programmes. COMETT complements the strategic Community approach
in the R & D and innovation fields by contributing towards the developmmt of
highly qualified manpower necessary for the development, transfer and exploitation
of new lechnologies. Close consultation has been established both in the selection of
projects and also the ongoing monitoring and development of the COMEfi
Programme. COMETT projects have also established links between organisations
active in a number of Commission R & D Programmes. There is in particular a close

link between COMETT and DELTN in view of the complementary objectives of the
two progriunmes in the field of technology support for education and training.
Several other coordination actions have been taken during 1990 in relation to specific
Community R & D programmes (notably ESPRIT{/VLSI Design Action and BRIDGE)
as well as other Community initiatives, particularly in relation to Regional
Development {DG.XVI) and actions in favour of small and medium-sized enterprises
(DG.XXn).

In the education and training field CON{ETI complements the activities of the
ERASMUSS programme for the mobility of university students and the
EUROTECNEf prograrnme for basic vocational training for the new information
technologies. Links exist also with the LINGUC and the TEMPUS Programmess,
which both complement the actions of the ERASMUS Programme.

The ERASMUS Programme was adopted by the Council in ]une 1,987 to promote
inter-university cooperation and in particular to increase substantially the number of
university students carrying out a period of integrated study in another Member
State. Although there are a number of irnportant differences between the specific
aims, objectives and actions of the two Programmes, both COMETI and ERASMUS
include the common policy aim of encouraging students to spend periods of
recognised training in other Member States. The TEMPUS Scheme, whidr is designed
specifically to promote the development of the higher education systems in the
countries of Central,/Eastern Europe, was adopted on 7 May 1990 by the Council of

DELTA - Developing European teaming through Technological Advance. Council Decision 8/417/EEC O.J. N'
L205, 3Ofuly 1988, p.20.

ESPRIT - European Strategic Programme for Researdr and Dorelopment in Information Technology. COM(83)258,

coM(84)66, COM(85)516 COM(85)259, COM(88)27e.

ERASMUS - European Community Action Scheme for the Mobility of University Students. Coturcil Decision

87/3?:7/EEC, OJ No. L 16f,25.6.1987, p?n/24.

EUROTECNET - Community widenetyvork of demonstratinn projects in the field of New Information Technologies
and Vocational Training. COM (85) 157 Final.

LINGUA - Community Action Programme to promote Foreigrr tanguage Competence in the European Community.
Council Decision 89/489/EEC, OJ. No. L239/24,28 July 1989

TEMPUS - Trars European mobility scheme for university studies. Council Decision 9O/233/EEC, OJ No. L l3l/21,
7.5.1990

42.
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M.

Ministers. Close links have been established to ensure coordination of the overall
implementation and monitoring of the three Prograrnmes. There has been mutual
attendance at meetings of the COMETT, ERASMUS and TEMPUS Committees and
advisory bodies, as well as direct cooperation between the teams. There has also been
coordination of the selection timetables for the COMETT and ERASMUS programmes,
as well as monitoring of the decisions on funding for individual projects.

The lndustrial R & D Advisory Committee of the Commission (IRDAC) is a

consultative group of leading European industrialists established by the Commission
to give an industrial viewpoint on the R&D policy related matters. In 1989 IRDAC
established a further working goup "IRDAC Working Ptty 11 - Education and
Training"e with the secretariat provided by the COMETT Technical Assistance Office.
The work prograrnme of the Working Party included several matters of direct
pertinence for COMETT, particularly the question of skills shortages and of the
training requirements of the Community R & D prograrnmes. By September 1990 the
Working Party had finalised two important reports, 'Skills Shortages in Europe' and
"school and Industry', which were approved by IRDAC in November 1990. The
reports have been well received and are very relevant to the future development of
COMETT.

Meetings, studies and groups

During 1990 a number of special meetings and studies were carried out to contribute
to overall prograrnme development through the analysis of certain key issues related
to the implementation of COMETT. In addition, information conferences and other
meetings were held in the Member States as part of the overall process of encouraging
participation of both universities and enterprises in the COMETT Programme. The
following examples are provided to illustrate the depth and range of these activities.

In December 1989 and at the beginning of 1990 regional meetings were organised in
the different Member States and the EFTA countries. The purpose of these meetings
was to discuss:

. the current situation regarding the development of COMETT I in each

Member State
. the main priorities within COMETT II and links with parallel national

initiatives
. the main issues regarding the launch arrangements for the first call for

applications under COMETT II.

In November,/December 1990 sectoral 4 UETP workshops involving all sectoral
UETPs accepted in COMETT II were organised:

. to discuss the activities of sectoral UETPs and to examine the possibility of
establishing sectoral networks

. to improve links between individual sectoral UETPs in related subject areas

. to inform UETPs about the results of the first Call for Applications under
COMETT II

Note that in 1988, IRDAC had already estabtished the'Opinion on tlre dorelopment of COMETT' - IRDAC Working

Party 7, fune 1988

(v)

45.

46.

47.
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49.

. to prepare for the restricted C-all for Applications in 1991.

In addition, the Information Centres organis:d meetings for UETPs in most Member
States and EFTA countries in preparation of for the 1991 Call for Applications.

During the year a number of analyses were made of the development of
COMETI within individual countries and within each Strandl0. These confirmed that
considerable progress had been made and identified priority issues to be addressed
under COMETI II.

During 1990 the Commission continued its activitie in the information and
publications field. Annex 2 indudes a full listing of official COMETT publications in
1990. The Commission also accepted a number of requests from individual projects
and organisations for support for special conferences and workshops on priority
COMET| themes.

Technical support

The implementation of COMETT is under&rken with the assistance of the external
COMETT Technicat Assistance Office. The services provided by the external Office
include the processing of project applications, administration of contracts, technical
analysis of interim and final reports from projects, information dissemination and
publicity. The Office has full delegated r,esponsibility for project contracts and
payments, and also provides other technical services as required by the Commission.
The staff is drawn from a range of Member States and EFTA countries.

Monitoring and evaluation

Internal monitoring

Monitoring and evaluation are important aspects of the implementation of the
COMETI Programme. A variety of formal and informal methods are used to collect
and analyse information at four levels :

. project level

. Strand level

. sectoral level

. programme level

At project level, the process begrns with an analysis of project applications according
to specified criteria to ensure selected projects are adequately designed. For approved
projects, the formal process consists of interim and final reports. In this way every
project is continuously monitored to ensure its progress is satisfactory and to identify
specific issues which may have wider implicrtions. In addition, more informal contact
with project promoters occurs through their visits to Brussels, attendance at
conferences and other similar activitie. At SEand level, a number of Strand-specific

10 A synthesis of these analyses can be found in the repxrrt "Development of COMETT - Projects accepted
in 1989'

(vi)
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53.

A,

55.

analyses have been undertaken. The analysis undertaken on sectoral level will serve
as a basis for the development of sectoral networks.

At Programme level, the development of the Programme has been carefully
monitored with respect to both its internal design and implementation and its wider
contribution to Community objectives. The contributions of the COMETT Committee,
the COMETT Experts Group and the COMETT Information Centres are of particular
importance, especially in providing information about the development of COMETT
within each Member State and EFTA country.

Following the 1990 Call for Applications it appeared that certain aspects of the
COMETT progranune were not fully exploited and that certain sectors and regions
were underdeveloped or poorly represented. The Commission therefore launched a
"Positive Actions" programme to facilitate and support improved participation in
COMETT by these regions and sectors. Each country (EC and EFTA) was asked to
identify weaknesses and nominate key persons with whom these problems should be
discussed. EC and EFTA countries reacted very positively to this initiative, providing
not only a first analysis of the difficulties, but also a number of recommendations for
the improved operation of the COMETI programme.

The "Positive Actions' are intended to respond to these needs. Particular problems
which have h, en identified include difficulties in achieving adequate geographical
coverage and mobilising industrial and regional participants in training activities in
regions without local UETPs and an imbalance in participation in different
Programme Strands (particularly Strand B transnational student placements in
enterprises), as well as in general terms the number and quality of applications
submitted.

A special budget will be made available for these positive actions to improve
participation in COMETT, qualitatively as well as quantitatively, by all eligible
countries. A number of specific actions were launched before the end of 1990 in E,
GR, I and P; a second major phase will start in 1991.

External evaluation

A first external evaluation of COMETT I, carried out by Coopers & Lybrand and the
Science Policy Research Unit of the University of Sussex, was published by the
Commission of the European Communities in 1989. The main conclusion of this
research was the following:

'COMETT has had a powerful impact in ancouraging transnational cooperation and
has exercised considerable inlluence in alening the educational sector and, to a laser
extent, industry to the benefits of training in a European Community and cooperatiae

frameuork.'

In June 1990 the Commission launched a second Call for Tender for another external
evaluation of the COMETT Programme. This second evaluation exercise is to examine
the performance of COMETT (including the final phase of COMETT I) with reference
to the formal prograrnme objectives, focusing especially on such issues as COMETT's
support for university-industry cooperation within the context of regional
development in the Community both through the creation of university-enterprise

56.
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59.

networks and within the sectoral context of industrial development and interaction
with Community R&D. This evaluation should be completed by luly 1991.

Conclusion

The first year of COMET| II has been very successful on a number of levels. The first
Call for Applications under COMETT II demonstrated a high level of participation by
universities and increasingly by industry, proof that the type of projects promoted by
the COMETT programme match those areas in which universities and industry are
collaborating.

The challenge for the coming years will be to develop further the strong COMET|
framework which is already in place, and to address the problems identified through
the analysis of the positive actions programme.In particular, the following issues will
have to be addressed:

. strengthening the UETP network, in particular by improved regional and
sectoral coverage, the training of UETP managers and the improvement of
inter-UETP cooperation;

. further developmentof the student placements programme, through improved
UETP support in the organisation of pool arrangements and clear guidelines
for enterprises, universities and sfudents;

. improved advanced technology training provision for industry, particularly
rapid technology transfer, the development of innovative European-wide
training materials and the creation of an effective delivery system. Particular
attention will be given to the use of multimedia products and distance
education;

o specific targeting towards industry, notably SMEs, by analyzing the factors
inhibiting active participation in COMETT by certain types of enterprises, and
providing information and raising awareness of the programme through a
range of specific actions and products;

. reviewing the wide sectoral range of COMETT projects through an in-depth
analysis and the organisation of sectoral workshops, with a view to
establishing sectoral COMETT networks, as foreseen by the Council in the
Decision on COMETT.

In this way COMETT will continue to ensure that European industry can seize the
opportunities arising from the completion of the internal market in 1,992. By reducing
the barriers to innovation and the sound application of new technologies, COMETT
complements the competitive advantages to be gained from the establishment of the
internal market. The success of the 1990 Call for Applications confirmed the interest
in and the necessity for such a programme.

60.

61..
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{Strand Bb and Bc
Inflows and Outflows

Projects accepterd in 1990
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COMETT PUBLICATIONS 1990

The directory includes a collection of summaries of all the prolects supported under the fourth
Call for Applications 1989, with a reference to the name and address of the coordinator
responsible for the project, an identification of the fields covered and all the project parhers.
It also includes lists and statistics on the fourth Call.

This report follows the first "Developmart of COMETT' issued in March 1989 and describes
and analyses the progress during 1988/89 of the projects accepted under COME-IT I in 1987
and 1988. It is based on the reports submitted by contractors, supplemented in certain places
by other information gathered as part of the intemal monitoring process.

This Catalogue replaces the first edition of the 'Catalogue of COMETT outputs' which
appeared in August 1989. It provides information about the outputs produced by all COMETT
projects during the first two operational years of the programme. It is based exclusively on
data provided by project promoters in response to an annual project evaluation survey.

> COMETT Project Compendium (French version) - May 1990

This is the French version of the Compendium issued in English in December 1989. It includes
basic information on all COMETT projects accepted under all Strands and application rounds
of COMETT I. Projects are listed with the project title, a short indication of the nature of the
project and the contact person and address.

> COMETT Report of Activities 1989 - Apnil 1990

This document repres€nts the Annual Report referred to by the terms of Article 5 of the
Decision of the Council establishing the COMET'I programme. The purpose is to formally
record an account on the progress made in the implementation of the COVEff programml
in 1989.

> COMETT Bulletin - No 7 February 1990
No 8 July 1990
No 9 December 1990

The COMETI Bulletin appears three times a year and contains a range of articles relevant to
COME-[T.It is used as an important information r*rannel towards COME-|T projects and all
organisations interested in the programme"

2?



Note:

Vademecum (Version 1990)

This is a slightly revised version of the Vademecum issued first in October 1989. It contains
essential information about the COMETT prograrnme and sets out the objectives and

operational components. It now includes the EFTA guidelines and the Decision on
COMETT II.

Application Package 1991 (Novenrber 190)

The Application Package is addressed to those intending to make an application for support
under the COMETT programme. It concentrates on detailed guidelines for submitting
applications and includes the application forms to be used for zubmitting prolects under the

curent call for applications. The Application Package 1991 was made available only to

COMETT II UETPs, as it concerned a restricted call reserved for these consortia.

Given the fact that decisions on pitot projects were only taken in November 1990, no official
publications on accepted COMETT II projects were made available in 190. However,

numerous provisional documents were iszued (many of which were distributed to the

COME-IT Committee, the Information Centres and the COMETT UETPs), including statistical
analyses and short project summaries on accepted projects.
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COMETT COMMITTEE
Members
June 1990

BELGIE/3ELGIQUE

Mr Andr6 PHIIJPPART Dr. ir. Cyriel AppELS
Ministdre de l'Education, de la Rectrerdre KVW
et de la Formation Ingenieurshuis
204 rue Royale, Arcades D, 6dme 6tage Desguinlei 214

B - 1O1O BRUXELLES B - 2018 ANTWERPEN

DANMARK

Ms Birgit LUND prof. Mogens XotrluEt
Vicedirektsr Inst. for Kemiteknik
HAFNIA Holding Danmarks Tekniske Hojskole
HolmensKanal9 fygung}Zg

DK - 1097 KOBENHAVIV K. DK - 28OO LYNGBY

FRANCE

Mme Martine BEURTON Mr fean-Marie MANOURy
Ministdre de I'Education Nationale, Ddl€gation R6gionale i la Formation
Direction des Enseignements Sup6rieurs professionnelle
61 - 65 rue Dutot R6gion provence Alpes C6te-d,Azur

15, rue L,6on Paulet
F - 75015 PARIS

F - 13008 MARSEILLE

BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND

Dr. Dieter FICHTNER Herm Reinhard RETZI-A,FF
Leiter der Unterabteilung Ministerium fur Wissenrhaft und Kunst
'Rahmenplanung Wissensctraftsfdrderung' Baden-Wurttemberg
Bundesministerium fur Bildung und Kdnigstrasse 46
Wissenschaft
Heinemannstrasse 2 O -2000 STUTTGART 1

D - 5300 BONN 2

EAAAA

Prof. Nicos POLYDORIDES Mr p. cHRysANTHACopouLos
University of Patras Ministdre de l,tndustrie, de l,Energie et
Urban and Regional Spatial Arnlysis de la Technologie
Network for Education and Training 14 Messogion Sb.
18, Pythagora Street

GR - ATHINA 11510
GR - 15562 HOLARGOS - ATHINA



IRELAND

Mr Brendan FINUCANE Prof. Denis I. F. LUCEY
EOLAS Deputy Chairman
The Irish Science and Technology Agency Higher Education Authority
Glasnevin University College

IRL-DUBLINg IRL-CORK

ITALIA

Dott.ssa. Maria Amata GARITO Dr. Michele I-ENER
Direttrice del C-entro per la Ministero dell'Universita e della Ricerca
applicazione della televisione e delle rientifica e tecnologica
tecniche de istruzione a distanza (CATIID) L. Tevere T. de Revel, 76
Universita' degli studi di Roma'La Sapienza'
Piazzale Aldo Moro N. 5 I - 001% ROMA

r - 00185 ROMA

LUXEMBOURG

Mr Paul LENERT Mr Jean Paul SCHMIT
Conseiller du Gouvemement Directeur Adioint
Ministdre Education Nationale Chambre de Commerce
et de la Jeunesse 7, Rue Alcide de Gasperi
Boulevard Royal 6

L..2981 LUXEMBOURG / KIRCHBERG
L.2449 LUXEMBOURG

NEDERLANI)

Prof. Gerrit VOSSERS Prof. ir. H.P.S. van LOHUIZEN
Hertogenlaan 9 Conrector van de Technische Universiteit Delft

Amsterdamsestraatweg 19
NL - 5663 EE GELDROP

NI- - 1398 BS MUIDEN

PORTUGAL

Dr. Altamiro Barbosa MACHADO
Universidade do Minho
Projecto Minerva
Largo do Paco

P - 4719 BRAGA Codex

Eng" Joio Pedro SALDANHA
VERSCHNETDER GON9ALVES
Gabinete do Gestor do PEDIP
Minist6rio da Industria e Energia
Rua Brarncamp 9, FFr

P - 12OO LISBOA
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Da Maria Cruz de Andres C'arcia
Directora del CenUo de Informacion COMETT ERNST & YOUNG
c/ Rosario Pino, 1&15 planta 6a

E - 28OO2O MADRID

ESPANA

Da Isabel ALVAREZ CARMONA

Avda. San Francisco Javier, 27 -3"

E - 41005 SEVTLTA,

UNITED KINGDOM

Ms Margaret d'ARMENIA Mr MJ. BRIMMER
Dept. of Education and Science Dept. Employment
Elizabeth House C-axton House - Tothill Street
York Road

UK - LONDON SWIH 9NF
UK - LONDON SEl. 7PH
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COMETT EFTA IOINT COMMITTEES
Members
June 1990

osrrRRnrcs

Dipl.Ing. Dr. H. BILDSTEIN Dr. Lutz MUSNER
Vorstandsdirektor Osterreichischer COMETT-Koordinator
Metallwerke Plansee Gmbh Buleau for European Educational Cooperation

Liectrtensteinsb. 22A
A - 6600 REUTTE

A - 1O9O WIEN

SUOMI

Mr. AIec AALTO Ms. Monica MELEN-PAASO
Depug Director General for Extemal Economic Secretary for Higher Educational Affairs
Relations Ministry of Education
Ministry for Foreign Affairs p.O.Box 293
Merikasarminkatu, 5 tvterifullinkatu, 10
P.O.Box 176

SF - 00161 HELSINKI 
SF - OO17O HELSINKI

Mr. Ilkka LA,RJOMAA
Unit Manager
Helsinki University of Technology
COME-IT Centre
Revontulentie 6

sF - 02100 ESPOO

Mr. Heikki HIRVINEN
Assistant Director
Finnish Employers' Confederation
Eteldranta 10

SF - OO13O HELSINKI

israNp

Mr. Thorstein HELGASON
Professor of Engineering
University of Iceland
Hjardarhaga 2{

IS - 107 REYKIAVIK
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Mr. Fredrik THORESEN
Vice Presideny of the Confederation
of Norwegian Business and Industry
P.O. Box 60 Okem

N - 0508 osl,o 5

NORGE

Mr. Asblrm ROISTADAS
Professor
University of Trondheim, NTH

N - 7034 TRONDHEIM

SVERIGE

Ms Camilla MODEER Dr. G0sta FIELLGREN
Head of Departnrent Professor - Dept. of Applied Electronics

National Board of Universities and Colleges Stockholm Institute of Technology
Box 45501

s - 100 44 srocKHoLM
s - 104 30 srocKHoLM

Ms Margareta af Winklerfelt
Assistant Manager
Swedish Employers' Confederation

s - 103 30 srocKHoLM

S CHWE I ZIS U I SS E/SV I ZZE RA

Mr. Jakob LOCHER Mr. Alexander WITTWER
Bundesamt fur Bildung und Wissenschaft Integration Office
Wildhainweg 9 Bundeshaus Ost

CH - 3OO1 BERN CH - 3OO3 BERN

Mr. Hans Peter HERTIG
Mission of Switzerland to the EC
53, Rue d'Arlon

B - 1O4O BRUSSELS
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INFORMATION CENTRES (ECI

April1991

BETGIE/BELGIQUE IRELAND

Mr. W. GOVAERT Mrs. Grainne NI UID
Ministerie van Onderwijs EOI-AS
Riftsadministratief Centrum The Irish Science and Technology Agency
Arcadengebouw - 5 de verdieping - bureel 5.110 IRL - Glasnevin DUBLIN 9

B :1010 BRUSSEL

MT ANd€ PHILIPPART ITALIA
Ministdre de l'Education, de la Recherche

et de la Formation Dottoressa GARITO
2Ol rue Royale, Arcades D, 6Cme 6tage Ministero dell'Universiti e della
B - 1010 BRUXELLES Ricerca scientifica e Tecnologica

Ufficio Relazioni Internazionali
BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHTAND Lungotevere Thaon di Revel T5

I - OO1% ROMA
Mr. Thomas KLEIN
Arbeitsgerneinschaf t lndustrieller
Forschungsvereinigrrngen e.V., A.I.F. LUXEMBOURG
Bayenthalglrrtet 23
D - 5OOO KOLN 51 M. YVCS OESTREICHER

LUX INNOVATION
DANMARK 7, me Alcide de Gasperi
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